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A new trend...
As music becomes increasingly inaccessible due to subscription models, pay to play, and social 
media sharks and while support of physical music continues to decline we are losing our voice 
and our reason for existing as music makers. 

It seems more and more that people with money listen and play, and those who don’t will miss 
out without replacement. That isn’t okay.
I want to encourage the Exist arena to be free and available and for us as musicians to be heard 
and valued. We can do that for each other.
- Reza Akhavan / Exist in Sound



Tranceplayer™

Tranceplayer
+ First Person Media Player (FPMP)
+ Digital Concert Space (DCS)
+ DCS Powered by Exist API
+ Built in Live Stream Capability

Developed by Leka Studios (Sweden)
Crafted by the Unreal Engine



Feature Controls Additional

Movement Movement Controls: WASD + Mouse
W - Move Forward
A   - Strafe Left
S   - Move Backward
D   - Strafe Right

+ (WASD+Mouse) Control Scheme.
+ Interactive Media Player menu.
+ Explore the Tranceplayer.

Digital Concert Space (DCS) - Built in streaming allows for simple broadcasting within Tranceplayer. + Powered by the Exist API.
+ Check Exist socials for latest schedule.

Live Stream - Requires active internet connection.
- Mouse Click to activate. 
- Click again to change channel.
- Deactivate by selecting any tune off the preloaded  playlist & click play/pause.

+ Allows for independent audio streaming.

Playlist - Select a song from the playlist with the  mouse or prev/next button.
- Start/Stop via play button.
- Playlist will repeat upon completion if left uninterrupted.

+ Top 100 Beatport
+ Remixes/Remasters/Unreleased
+ Operate a traditional media player

Tranceplayer Controls
Current Schedule:

- Exist Radio: Daily
- TranceSide: Fri/Sat



Tranceplayer: TranceSide

Type A Live Performance
Live performance by Exist in Sound

Type B Guest Live Performance
DJ Set & Original Live Performance

Type 3 DJ Mix
Vinyl & Digital DJ Mix



Enjoy Underground.


